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t 20:20 Oct 23, 2004, Dong Gang security inspection agents under

the sixth Coast Patrol Corps came across a suspicious refrigerat-

ed freight tack parking on the dock beside the Gong Gang Fish Market.

It looked like it was unloading goods because there was no business

transaction in this time. With suspicion, the agents notified the dis-

patching center and began tracking it down.  Roughly about ten min-

utes later, a suspicious fishing boat came near the freight truck.  At this

moment, the agents and the backup teams--the three sections of mobile

forces-intercepted the suspect at the Fishermen's Association's refriger-
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The Security Inspection Office in
Dong Gang intercepted a fuel
theft case involving a refrigerated
freight truck with refitted oil tank
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The illegally retrofitted refrigerated freight track's oil tank by
the fuel operator pedaling illicit fishery fuel

Illicit fuel paddlers illegally selling fishery fuel took to
trucking at night to circumvent the crackdown
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ation site and the ticketing office to prevent the suspect from escaping.

Interrogations showed the truck had been retrofitted to be an oil tank,

which was loaded with hazardous good fishery fuel (diesel).  The sus-

pect and the vehicle were brought back to the crops for investigation

and interrogation for allegedly violating the social order maintenance

law.

With fuel paddlers constantly turning to new tricks, this case,

refitting a refrigeration freight truck by putting in a fuel tank inside the

cargo bin, had revamped the past move of transporting by the fuel

tankers.  The paddlers were turning to an inconspicuous transport

mode just to circumvent the authorities and contain the loss and risks

of being found out.  Nevertheless, the well-trained agents still did a

good job to uncover 3000 liters of fishery fuel from the freight truck,

and arrested one criminal on the scene for illicitly paddling fishery fuel.

Presently the case has been forwarded to the Pingtung District

Attorney's Office with charges of violating the social order maintenance law.

Reimbursing the fishery fuel had been the government's way of

spearheading and caring for the fishermen for the purpose of reducing

the cost.  Yet with international crude prices surging lately and the big

price difference (NT$9/per liter) between and diesel sold to the boat

and in the market, the profit still drives the fuel paddlers willing to take

the risk.

This case added the glory in cracking down the illicit sale of fish-

ery fuel.  It not only ascertained the Coast Guard Unit's determination

in helping the Fishery administration cracking down illicit sale of fish-

ery fuel, but also demonstrated the vows to continue to uphold its

objective of infiltrating the illicit move to better protecting the fisher-

men's equity.

(The author is currently with the Sixth Coast Patrol Corps.)

A snapshot of security
inspection office person-
nel on duty checking a
suspicious refrigerated
freight truck




